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ABSTRACT
Under the fourth industrial revolution's influence, the industrial phase of development dictates specific requirements for modernising technological processes and industries. This is especially relevant for industry, whose share in the country's GDP is relatively high. In this regard, it becomes vital to establish the industry's future strategic development's contour under external challenges and threats.

The research aimed to predict technological priorities and possible stages of development of advanced production technologies in Russia.

The primary research method was a forecast methodology based on long-term models of an integrated assessment of the world production development and technological market in a scenario form and determining market participants' strategic positions. This method revealed the most practical information resources necessary for the research.

This article describes the fundamental processes that will determine the technological sphere of the strategic direction of the industrial sector development associated with the launch of the next innovation and technological cycle.

The result of the research is an integrated forecast of the possible stages of advanced production technologies development and priority of technological development of Russia to modernise the industrial complex under the conditions of deep penetration of digital technologies, based on the concept of a new industrial society. The conclusions on implementing the forecast results will contribute to scientific research to implement structural change programs in the industry.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Modern world trends in economic systems development form a new paradigm of the forecast, which entails fundamental changes in the strategic modernisation processes. The use of forecast methodology is a relatively recent phenomenon that leads to institutionalised scenario forecasting. Lately, the forecast methodology has become extremely popular. It is widely used by state authorities to develop innovation policy, both in industry and in other sectors of the economy in forming a vision of the future. As society's complexity increases, the forecast methodology's scope expands to cover a broader range of issues. This is mainly connected with the increasing importance of technological and organisational innovation, development of the network architecture of economic relations and other phenomena associated with the accelerating globalisation and modernisation of the world economy.

The systemic and complex nature of the tasks in question requires different approaches and innovative planning tools. However, traditional managerial competencies, considered the best up to now, are still necessary but no longer sufficient to succeed in such an unpredictable environment [10].

The forecast is a methodology of system forecast, which has recently appeared globally; in fact, it is a possibility of the future vision. By and large, this is a
The analysis showed that the strategies emphasise priorities in the field of industry. Simultaneously, relatively less attention is paid to developing an integrated forecast of industry's technological development. Forecasting in industrial technologies will provide the basis for the state industrial policy, facilitating its strategic goals. This goal can be achieved by coordinating the Ministry of Industry and Trade of the Russian Federation's scientific and technological policy with the scientific, technological and socio-economic forecasting system created in the country.

The article is a methodology of systemic forecasting of long-term technological changes to update the strategic vector of industrial development, consistent with the context and content of the country's industrial policy.

2. METHODOLOGY

To solve research problems, the authors used a set of scientific methods. The theoretical and methodological basis was the necessary provisions for studying processes and phenomena: system analysis, abstraction, analysis and synthesis. The primary method was the forecast methodology, which includes a wide range of research methods: horizon scanning, scenario analysis, market prospects and technologies. This method revealed the most practical information resources necessary for the ongoing study.

Forecast methodology is not a substitute for long-term planning; it is a tool for improving strategic planning quality and accuracy. The forecast methodology application makes it possible to define the main directions of strategic modernisation of the national economy's priority sectors more clearly, particularly industrial enterprises.

Scenarios are often used in future industry-related studies. Studies using scenario forecasting are based on purely econometric modelling, statistical analysis, partial equilibrium modelling and similar methods [4,7]. The scenarios developed in this study are based on a combination of qualitative and quantitative methods.

For critical processes that will determine the technological scope of industrial sector development's strategic directions, appropriate resources have been selected for further analysis. They are the basis of the following visualisations:

- prognostic maps;
- trend maps.

This analysis was supplemented with a horizontal scan, which included a literature review applied to identify technological trends in the industry.

3. RESULTS

Industry 4.0 transforms business models of production firms [3]. In the next 10-15 years, industrial production will have to carry out a set of tasks that have a fundamental significance. The industry must cope with the growing complexity of production and organisation of technological chains and products' complexity. To
control this complexity, a high-quality breakthrough in engineering and process control is required.

Worldwide, the result of a technological forecast is technology consortia. Their creation aims to develop technological regulations and standards for their subsequent recording at the state industrial policy level, considering the market's general situation. The result of the technological forecast should be the construction of a specific structure, in which it will be clear how the future will develop.

The key processes that, in our opinion, will determine the technological sphere of the strategic directions of the development of the industrial sector will be associated with the launch of the next innovation and technology cycle, the implementation of three interconnected "revolutions":

1. For 5-7 years, one of the dominant processes will be the transfer of imports of information platforms, which are the basis for the design. If we do not provide the design with modern tools, then we will leave any production process in the world. This is a "revolution" in the design and organisation of production processes;

2. New materials. The peculiarity is that revolution in design revolutionises these materials;

3. "Revolution" in infrastructures: "smart environments," a system of "smart things" to overcome the linear architecture of traditional industrial architectures.

Development of the traditional industrial industry has substantial restrictions associated with the old raw material base. With the existing limits, the industry will not be able to develop. Also, traditional industrial infrastructures are deployed under the senior industry and, in general, inflexible and too expensive for radical, innovative systems. The era of innovation of entire systems requires new, more flexible, more open and more efficient infrastructures.

Changing the "technological paradigm" requires selecting those transformations that extend to all industries or most of them and lead not to optimisation, but radical changes in the industry.

The industry is currently undergoing total technological and organisational reengineering, based on the complete digitisation of production processes, life cycle management with the transition to an open and modular architecture (figure 1).

In the 1960-1980s, the reengineering process was launched. A decision was made to optimise and automate an intellectual activity, change the nature of design, and ensure complex technological systems' template design. When workstations entered the market, the breakthrough took place, the volume of computer programs that provided speed, accuracy, reproducibility, archiving of knowledge increased. In 2010, another critical solution

Figure 1 Map of technological and organisational reengineering.

*compiled by the authors based on research.
was the transition to modular designs which saved human costs and time. At that moment, there was the institutionalisation of production, automatisation. The key benefit here was that computer engineering developed, providing control of complex equipment at speeds in the difficulty zone, exceeding the human response.

In the prevailing digitalisation trends, most enterprises seeking efficient operations must go through digital transformation [9]. In practice, this means moving from a modular architecture to an integrated digital architecture. The scenario model of the forecast of industrial development, developed by the authors, is presented in figure 2.
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**Figure 2** Forecast Map of Industry Development.

*compiled by the authors based on research.

This is how the software had automated design works — groups of programs that provide volumetric design control with the overall lifecycle mode production process.

Detailed design and management processes are revolutionary; they allow you to customise production, create open modular platforms and build effective lifecycle management. The analysis showed that specialised software products in industry branches focus first on digital design and digital management.

The next critical process that will determine the technological sphere of the industrial sector’s strategic direction is new materials and their integration into computer-aided design systems. The construction is designed with these materials at once, not the compositional material (figure 3).

The transition to new industrial materials has two main goals: to obtain unique qualities (achieving high resistance) and new product economics (efficiency of the full product). They are gained using exceptional design and production technologies, both materials and products.

The next important point is the integration of the processes into the digital infrastructure system. Forecast made it possible to form a specific horizon for technological systems development (figure 4). Digital environments are future-generation architectures. A large volume of various kinds of mechanisms linking the digital and material world underlies them. The task is non-trivial. Today, Russia uses the first-generation SMART series; these are the so-called adjustable smart systems, SCAD systems of the fourth generation installed based on smart sensors. In 2025-2030, we will receive SMAT rows of the next generation, the so-called self-governing systems. A package of infrastructures will soon be deployed for the next evolutionary step in developing all things, for the following type of human behaviour.
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**Figure 3** Transition to new materials as a critical technological breakthrough.

*compiled by the authors based on research.
Technological progress in industrialised countries was supported by three generations of government programs in advanced production technologies. Promising advanced industrial technologies is a complex of unconventional materials, automation and intellectualisation of production technological processes (figure 5).

Figure 5 Advanced Industrial Technologies.

Technological progress in industrialised countries was supported by three generations of government programs in advanced production technologies. Promising advanced industrial technologies is a complex of unconventional materials, automation and intellectualisation of production technological processes and systems (figure 5).

Figure 6 Possible stages of development of advanced production technologies.

According to “Smart Series” technologies, we are not the first, and we are not the last since smart rows are still in the commercialisation zone or the demonstration project zone. We can participate in the advanced
technological process, adopting standards; the problem is to extend relevant practices to Russian companies' work.

The industry's image, which will be in the next 10-15 years, is ultra-accuracy, super-speed, super-complexity based on automation and intellectualisation, and complex information tools infrastructures.

4. DISCUSSION

The necessity of strategic modernisation of industrial enterprises was emphasised in the work Strategic Elements in product Innovation in Industrial Firms, where strategy is defined as the art of using all available tools to achieve the desired goal [6]. Modernisation means the transition to a new phase of civilisational development, which requires a fundamental renewal of all economic growth components [5].

The strategy is a common document that should be supported by action plans, government programs and other lower-level documents that specify the exact steps and resources to identify the priorities developed [8].

The work focuses on transforming the industry in connection with the entry into a new phase of industrial development under the fourth industrial revolution's influence. It is vital to urgently implement breakthrough development to overcome Russia's lag behind world leaders [9].

The analysis of the critical processes of the technological breakthrough led to several conclusions and recommendations. The technological explosion of 70-80s is associated with computer technologies that made it possible to accumulate technological processes, not in paper documentation, but a record of numerical models. Technology has been used in various ways to combat the growing complexity. At the beginning of 2010, it became clear that the next technological breakthrough was necessary to be launched and advanced production technologies involved in the process. Growth should not come at the expense of workers and capital, but through new scaled electronic systems (figure 7).
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**Figure 7** Growth of technological systems complexity.

Therefore, the transition to the fourth industrial revolution is an inevitable innovation process that will result in fully automated digital production with the prospect of integration into a global industrial ecosystem [9].

5. CONCLUSION

The results of the study are of crucial economic importance, which involves establishing a forecast for the development of production and technological provisions for the modernisation of the industrial complex in the conditions of reindustrialisation, the implementation of which can serve as a factor in increasing Russia's competitiveness at the global level.

The article analyses the fundamental processes that will determine the technological sphere of the strategic directions of industrial sector development related to the launch of the next innovation and technology cycle and the implementation of three interconnected "revolutions."

The authors concluded that under the conditions of reindustrialisation and the Russian economy's breakthrough development, it is advisable to use industry image scenario models. The conclusions on implementing the forecast results will facilitate scientific research to implement structural change programs in the industry.
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